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expressed the same commitment to develop
modern facilities while keeping the essence of
the place -- where rainforest and ocean meet in a
hospitable haven.

INFINITELY
OCEANIC POOL
at Dara Independence Beach Resort &
Spa, Sihanoukville, Cambodia

That feeling of belonging to such a

unique

perspective over the bay is enhanced by the
materials selected for the pool and its surroundings
– resin-bonded stone composites for basin lining,
concrete, natural stones and wood. Neutral, light
grey and beige colors let the sky and sea hues
reflect on the surface unalloyed.

Are you swimming in the ocean, are
you still onshore? The new infinity

Around the expanse of aquatic and visual bliss,
multi-leveled terraces, paths and low stairways
connect to the gentle hill slope and its tropical

pool at Dara Independence has been

vegetation. Concrete sail seemingly floating above,

outlined to closely embrace the

the bar roof reminds the “California Modern” school

natural curves of that particularly
spectacular and peaceful part of
the Sihanoukville Bay.

of architecture, but also the curvaceous structures
so characteristic of the “New Khmer” aesthetics at
the core of Independence’s atmosphere.
You feel in an entirely different world here, both

The Ocean Pool is the latest addition to Dara

serene and joyful with its vividly colored sunbeds

Independence Beach Resort & Spa in an ongoing

and sala cushions. Yet the infinity pool is easily

process aimed at perfecting this quite unique

reachable from the beach (strolling down the

destination without forgetting its prestigious past.

Promenade right on the seashore), from the Villas

A few months earlier, the new Sunset restaurant

Side and from the Jouvence gym and spa.

www.independencehotel.net
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And that connection to the resort is palpable in
the spirit of the place, too: “Through its history,
Independence was graced with three swimming
pools”, remarks Yvon Chalm, the architect behind
the Ocean Pool; “The first one, right in front of the
main building, was typically “Cambodia Golden
Sixties”, a place to see and been seen, highly
social; the second one, still in use, is functional,
right near the lobby area; the third one meets
our modern desire for being closer to Nature, for

• Swimming Basin 45 m long, 13 m
wide (maximum width) / 1.35 m
maximum depth / 730 m3
• Jacuzzi
• Kids Pool

more privacy in our leisurely moments…and for

• 3 Terraces and Sundecks 450 sqm / 25
sunbeds / 6 tables on lower terrace

some serious swimming!”

• 5 Salas for private lounging
• 8 Showers

410 words

• Bar Area 120 sqm / Up to 20 seats / 4
dining tables
• Special Pool Lounge Menu
• Discover the Ocean Pool! Until June
30, free access to visitors. From July 1st,
entrance fees apply. Free access for
Jouvence Gym members.
• Available for private functions and
parties
• Concept & Landscaping ACYC/ Yvon
Chalm
• General Contractor OCIC Cambodia
• Interior Design Lucille Giralté /
MAADS
Ocean Pool Salas

MEDIA REVIEWERS,
for visits or further inquiries,
please contact
SOKLENG YOU
+855 89 333 768
ssm@independencehotel.net
PAULINE HUNOT
+855 77 207 550
pauline@maads.asia

Infinity Pool

www.independencehotel.net
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